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1 PREAMBLE 

These operational procedures will be put to test during the first months of operations of the 

Microfinance Department in the Ogembo Branch. They should be updated and specified 

according to the practical experience during these first months. 

 

The duration mentioned for each activity is indicative and should be confirmed. 

2 AREAS OF OPERATION 

Each Microfinance Agent (MFA) will operate in one of the four following busy market 

towns around Ogembo: 

 Ogembo (area managed by Amos Bosire). 

 Kenyenya (area managed by Josia Magena - 10 km from the branch). 

 Mogonga (area managed by Musa Osoro - 3 km from the branch). 

 Ikoba (area managed by Rogers Oruru 6 km from the branch). 

3 IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF THE GROUPS 

The objective for each MFA for this first year is to select and work with 15 groups, 10 

groups of women and 5 groups of men. 

 

The planning of the operations is summarized below. The first loans will be given in 

February 2006 for the women, mostly for the vegetable loans, since the growing season starts 

at this time. 

 

 February March April May Total 
Number of Women 

groups / MFA 
7 - 3  10 

Number of Men groups / 

MFA 
 - 1 4 5 

Total for 4 MFA 28 - 16 16 60 

 

3.1 Procedures for the men 

Each MFA must select 5 groups for the small business loans for the first year. The principles 

to apply are: 

 

- The men must already be clients of the SACCO and have a good savings track record to 

access the services of the Microfinance Department (MFD), 

 

- They may be members of existing groups or form new groups. 
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- The size of the group must be between 5 to 10 members. 

 

- The groups must be composed of members who know and trust each others well, have the 

same economic activity (small business) and are preferably in the same socio-economic 

category (level of income), so that the joint liability can properly apply. 

 

NB) The SACCO members (shareholders) cannot be accepted at his stage. 

3.1.1 Identification of clients on the SACCO branch lists 

This work is done at the branch by the MFA. The objective for each MFA is to identify 100 

potential microfinance clients in his area of coverage, along with the identification of their 

geographical location. 

 

The MFA identifies on the client’s lists of the branch 100 men who are: 

- Non salaried. 

- Regular savers (on monthly basis). 

 

As most clients of the SACCO are tea growers, the MFA can geographically locate a client 

through the tea payment centre ID number linked to his file. 

3.1.2 Promotion meetings with the identified clients 

The MFA holds meetings with the identified customers in their village (the meeting places 

and the number of participants are to be specified as the operations unfold). The 

Microfinance Manager (MFM) participates to the first meetings. 

 

The objectives are twofold (Refer to the guideline for these meetings): 

 

- Introduce to the identified clients the MFD purposes, targets, products, conditions to access 

the services and organization. 

 

- Give the information to the attendance, that if they wish to apply, they should be either in 

an existing group or form a new group, under the conditions stated above. 

 

A deadline is given to the interested people to come to the branch office to confirm their 

willingness to apply. Only one representative of the group -old or new- is required to come to 

the branch, where an appointment for the application by the group in the village is taken. 

 

At this time, the group representative must come with the list of the group members, 

including the name, the SACCO account number and the tea grower number, so that the 

MFA can check that the required conditions are fulfilled. If not, the MFA requests that the 

necessary changes are made in the composition of the group. 
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3.1.3 Application by the groups 

The objective is to collect initial information from the groups interested by MFD services 

and preselect groups for the survey. 

 

1) The MFA goes to the villages to meet with all the group members. He fills with them the 

‘Group Application Form’ (see Appendix), which includes: 

- The name of the group (if exists). 

- The nearest market centre. 

- The age of the group. 

- The type of group (Self help, Rosca, Asca, church group, …). 

- The purposes of creation of the group. 

- The activities of the group (if pre-existing group). 

- The organizations which are partner of the group. 

- The place and frequency of meetings of the group. 

- The name, activities, address and phone number of the group leaders. 

- The description of the group members (name, residence, activities, duration of the 

relation and the operations with the SACCO
1
). 

- The motives of the group for the collaboration with the MFD. 

 

2) At the end of all these meetings, the MFA makes a first preselection, and takes an 

appointment to meet with the preselected groups in their village for the group survey (if 

possible by phone). The preselection is made on the following criteria: 

 

- Consistency of the information collected with the criteria set by the MFD. 

- Distance from the market survey centre. 

- Quality of the collaboration with other organizations (by checking if possible with the 

organizations). If the group or the members already collaborate with another MFI, he should 

not be preselected. 

- Any other relevant information. 

 

The MFA must also inform by telephone the non preselected groups. 

 

3) The MFA creates a file for each group (preselected or not) where all the information 

concerning the group and activities conducted with it is registered.  

                                                 
1
  Information which should normally have been collected before at the branch. 
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3.1.4 Surveys of the groups 

1) The MFA interviews the group members in their village following the section A of the 

‘Group survey guidelines’ (see Appendix). 

 

The objective is to collect the necessary information in order to: 

 

- Check that the group members have financial needs which are in line with the MFD 

products, and that the group members agree with the conditions proposed to access the 

services of the MFD. 

 

- Check that the joint liability among the members could be effective, through the analysis 

of: 

 

. The relations between the group members (mutual knowledge, solidarity, trust, …), and the 

quality of the leadership and organization of the group. 

 

. The nature and level of the activities undertaken by the members. 

 

. The activities undertaken by the group (if pre existing group). 

 

- Check that the financial needs are not already covered through other sources
2
. 

 

2) After the meeting, the MFA must meet with the village authorities or leaders to collect 

information on the group: does the group have good reputation, do they know about past or 

current conflicts inside the group, …? He must also use these meetings to confirm some 

information given by the group members. 

 

3) The MFA expresses in the section B of the group survey guideline his opinion about the 

strengths and weaknesses of the group. 

 

4) The MFA files the results of the survey in the group file. 

 

3.1.5 Scoring and selection of the groups for the training 

This work is done during a meeting gathering the MFM and the MFAs, and the BM if 

available. The objective is to select the groups for the training (5 / each MFA). 

 

The decision must be taken jointly by the MFM and the BM. In case there is a disagreement 

on a group, this group is not selected. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Information on this point must also be collected independently from the organizations operating in the area 

and various resource persons. 
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1) The team assesses each group on the basis of the results of the survey and fill up the 

scoring grid below: 

 
 Modality of scoring Score 

1) Consistency of the activities and financial needs of the 

members with the financial products of the Microfinance 

Department 

 

No= 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

2) Existence of other sources for the financing of the activities 

(including the financial activities of the group) and risk of 

debt burden 

Strong 0 -> The group must be rejected 

Between strong and medium 1 

Medium 2 

Low 3 

No 5 

 

3) Level of cohesiveness of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

4) Quality of the leadership and organization of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

5) Level of participation of the members in the activities and 

community life of the group 

Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad for existing groups 0 -> The group 

must be rejected 

New groups 0 

 

6) Experience of financial operations inside the group 
Yes and well managed 5 

Yes and rather well managed 3 

Yes with problems of management 0 -> 

The group must be rejected 

No 0 

 

7) Similarity of the level of activities and revenue of the 

members 

Strong 5 

Medium 2 

Low 0 

 

8) Regularity and volume of savings of the members to the 

SACCO in comparison with the level of activity of the 

members 

Strong 5 

Medium 2 

Low 1 

No 0 

 

9) Age and stability of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

New groups 0 

 

TOTAL SCORE 
 

 

 

For the newly formed groups, some criteria concerning the group may be impossible to 

assess. In this case the score is 0, which means that the priority will be given to pre existing 

“good” groups. 
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The scoring must allow to divide up the groups in three categories: 

 1/ ‘Groups selected’ for the groups retained for immediate application. 

2/ ‘Groups on waiting list’ for groups that could be approached again at the time of 

the next selection process. 

3/ ‘Groups Rejected’ for groups that don’t fulfill the requirements and which are 

indefinitely excluded. 

 

2) The MFA fills up the relevant ‘Group Selection Register’ (see Appendix): selected groups 

register, waiting list group register, rejected group register. These registers must be signed by 

the MFM and the BM. 

 

3.1.6 Informing the groups about the selection meeting outcome 

This work is done in the villages by the MFA. 

a) For the selected groups. 

The MFA informs the leaders of the selected groups by handing them a letter signed by the 

BM also containing the agenda of the 4 training modules (see Appendix), and sets an 

appointment for the first group training session. 

 

b) For the “waiting list” and “rejected groups”. 

The MFA informs the leaders of theses groups by handing them a letter signed by the BM 

and orally states the reasons for their classification as ‘waiting list’ or ‘rejected’. 

 

3.1.7 Synthesis 

Action Duration and place Staff involved 

a) Identification of the clients on the branch 

list 

2 days at the branch MFA 

b) Promotion meetings with the identified 

clients 

2 days in the villages MFA (+ MFM) 

c) Contact with the group leader at the Branch Branch MFA 

d) Application by the groups 1 hour / group in the 

villages. 

MFA 

e) Survey of the groups 0,5 day per group in the 

villages 

MFA 

f) Scoring and selection of the groups  1 day at the branch MFM (+ BM) + 

MFAs 

g) Informing the groups about the selection In the villages MFA 
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meeting outcome  

3.2 Procedures for the women 

Each MFA must select 10 groups for the first year. 7 are planned to start operations in 

february, which is the right time for vegetable loan disbursement (but small business loans 

can also be disbursed), and 3 are planned to start operations in april, for small business loans 

(see planning above). 

 

The principles are: 

 

- The women must be members of existing groups older than 3 years with: 

. Good social cohesiveness. 

. Good leadership. 

. Experience in managing financial activities (ROSCA, ASCA, ...). 

 

- Unlike the men, there is no obligation for the members of the groups to be existing client of 

the SACCO. 

 

NB) The SACCO members (shareholders) cannot be accepted at this stage. 

 

The groups must be composed of 5 to 20 members. The creation of new smaller groups 

inside the existing group (sub groups) is compulsory if the group comprises more than 20 

people. 

 

3.2.1 Identification of the groups 

The objective is to identify 25 groups abiding by the above criteria. 

 

1) The MFA collects information on the existing groups in his area of coverage from 

resource persons among: 

 The village elders or chiefs. 

 The Churches groups. 

 The Ministry of Culture (for the self help groups). 

 Others to identify. 

 

and establishes a list of the 25 potential groups, with data on their location and other if 

collected. 

 

2) The MFA organizes, with the assistance of the resource persons if necessary, contact and 

information meetings with the pre-selected groups. The meetings may be organized 

individually for each group or best by gathering several groups. The MFA gives at this 

time an appointment for the promotion meeting. 
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3.2.2 Promotion meetings with the identified groups 

This work is done in the villages by the MFA with the MFM for the first meetings. 

 

The meetings are held with the identified groups, either individually at group level or if 

possible by gathering several groups (Refer to the guideline for these meetings). 

 

The objective is to introduce to the identified groups the Microfinance Department’s 

purposes, targets, products, conditions to access the services and organization, so that the 

interested groups can apply. 

 

The interested groups must send after the meeting one representative to the branch to declare 

their interest. The MFA takes at this time an appointment for the application. 

 

3.2.3 Application by the groups 

The objective is to collect initial information from the groups interested by GFRS’ 

Microfinance activity and pre-select 15 groups among the 25 previously identified for the 

survey. 

 

1) The MFA goes to the villages to meet with the group members. He fills with the members 

the ‘Group Application Form’ (see Appendix), which includes: 

- The name of the group. 

- The nearest market centre. 

- The age of the group. 

- The type of group. 

- The purposes of creation of the group. 

- The activities of the group. 

- The organizations partners of the group. 

- The place and frequency of meetings of the group. 

- The name, activities, address and phone number of the group leaders. 

- The description of the group members (name, residence, activities, duration of the 

relation and the operations with the SACCO
3
). 

- The motives of the group for the collaboration with the MFD. 

 

2) At the end of all these meetings, the MFA pre-selects 15 groups on the following criteria: 

 

- Consistency of the information collected with the criteria set by the MFD. 

- Distance from the market survey centre. 

                                                 
3
 If applicable. 
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- Quality of the collaboration with other organizations (by checking if possible with the 

organizations). If the group or the members already collaborate with other MFI, he should 

not be preselected. 

- Any other relevant information. 

 

The MFA gives an appointment to meet with the 15 pre-selected groups members in their 

village for the survey, by telephone. 

 

The MFA must also inform by telephone the non preselected groups. 

 

3) The MFA creates a file for each group (preselected or not) where all the information 

concerning the group and activities conducted with it must be registered.  

 

3.2.4 Surveys of the groups 

1) The MFA interviews the group members in their village following the section A of the 

‘Group survey guidelines’ (see Appendix). 

 

The objective is to collect the necessary information in order to: 

 

- Check that the group members have financial needs which are in line with the MFD 

products, and that the group members agree with the conditions proposed to access the 

services of the MFD. 

 

- Check that the joint liability among the members could be effective, through the analysis 

of: 

 

. The relations between the group members (mutual knowledge, solidarity, trust, …), and the 

quality of the leadership and organization of the group. 

 

. The nature and level of the activities undertaken by the members. 

 

. The activities undertaken by the group. 

 

- Check that the financial needs are not already covered through other sources
4
. 

 

2) After the meeting, the MFA must meet with the village authorities or leaders to collect 

information on the group: does the group have good reputation, do they know about past or 

current conflicts inside the group, …? He must also use these meetings to confirm some 

information given by the group members. 

 

3) The MFA expresses in the section B of the group survey guideline his opinion about the 

strengths and weaknesses of the group. 

 

4) The MFA files the results of the survey in the group file. 

                                                 
4
 Information on this point must also be collected independently from the organizations operating in the area 

and various resource persons. 
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3.2.5 Scoring and selection of the groups for training 

This work is done during a meeting gathering the MFM and the MFAs, and the BM if 

available. 

 

The objective is to select for the training the 10 best groups for each MFA. A first scoring 

will be made in January for the first 7 groups, and a second meeting will be made afterwards 

for the 3 last groups. 

 

The decision must be taken jointly by the MFM and the BM. In case there is a disagreement 

on a group, this group is not selected. 

 

1) The team assesses each group on the basis of the results of the survey and fill up the 

scoring grid below: 

 
 Modality of scoring Score 

1) Consistency of the activities and financial needs of the 

members with the financial products of the Microfinance 

Department 

 

No= 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

2) Existence of other sources for the financing of the activities 

(including the financial activities of the group) and risk of 

debt burden 

Strong 0 -> The group must be rejected 

Between strong and medium 1 

Medium 2 

Low 3 

No 5 

 

3) Level of cohesiveness of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

4) Quality of the leadership and organization of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

5) Level of participation of the members in the activities and 

community life of the group 

Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 

Low 1 

Bad 0 -> The group must be rejected  

 

6) Experience of financial operations inside the group 
Yes and well managed 5 

Yes and rather well managed 3 

Yes with problems of management 0  

-> The group must be rejected 

No 0 -> The group must be rejected 

 

 

 

 

 

7) Similarity of the level of activities and revenue of the 

members 

Strong 5 

Medium 2 

Low 0 

 

8) Age and stability of the group Strong 5 

Satisfactory 4 

Medium 3 
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Low 1 

TOTAL SCORE   

The scoring must allow to divide up the groups in three categories: 

 1/ ‘Groups selected’ for the groups retained for immediate application. 

2/ ‘Groups on waiting list’ for groups that could be approached again at the time of 

the next selection process. 

3/ ‘Groups Rejected’ for groups that don’t fulfill the requirements and which are 

indefinitely excluded. 

 

2) The MFA fills up the relevant ‘Group Selection Register’ (see Appendix): selected groups 

register, waiting list group register, rejected group register. These registers must be signed by 

the MFM and the BM. 

 

3.2.6 Informing the groups about the selection meeting outcome  

This work is done in the villages by the MFA. 

a) For the selected groups. 

The MFA informs the leaders of the selected groups by handing them a letter signed by the 

BM also containing the agenda of the 4 training modules (see Appendix), and sets an 

appointment for the first group training session. 

 

b) For the “waiting list” and “rejected groups”. 

The MFA informs the leaders of theses groups by handing them a letter signed by the BM 

and orally states the reasons for their classification as ‘waiting list’ or ‘rejected’. 

 

3.2.7 Synthesis 

Action Duration and place Staff involved  

a) Identification of 25 groups 4 days in the villages MFA 

b) Promotion meeting with the identified 

groups (25 groups) 

4 days in the villages MFA (+ MFM)  

c) Contact with the group leaders at the 

Branch 

Branch MFA 

d) Application by the groups 1 hour / group in the 

villages  

MFA 

e) Surveys of the groups 0,5 day / group in the 

villages 

MFA 

f) Scoring and selection of the groups 1 day MFM (+ BM) + 

MFAs 
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g) Informing the groups about the outcome of 

the selection process 

In the villages MFA 

4 INITIAL TRAINING OF THE GROUPS  

Four modules are carried out by the MFA for each selected group. The three first modules 

are designed for the group members, for each group individually or if possible by gathering 2 

to 3 groups. The fourth module is designed for the group leaders, and is done during sessions 

gathering the leaders of several groups. 

 

The objectives and contents of each module are presented below (refer for more details the 

training modules). 

 

NB) At the beginning of the first training module, the MFA must remind the group members, 

that if they apply for a loan after the training, and if the loan is approved, they will have to 

pay the cash collateral equal to 15% of the loan amount
5
 and the loan insurance fund equal to 

3% (on yearly basis
6
) of the loan amount. This is told early so as the members can prepare 

themselves, but this is of course not a commitment to disburse the loans. 

4.1 Module 1: Presentation of GFRS Microfinance Department 

This work is done by the MFA in the villages or at the branch. The MFM and the BM 

supervise the trainings. 

 

The objective is to present to the group members:  

 The purpose of the GFRS Microfinance department, which is to make financial credit 

facilities available to more people, by proposing new lending methodology and 

products adapted to the financial needs of the people. 

 The respective role of the Branch and the microfinance team. 

The microfinance operations are integrated in the branch operations, meaning that the 

financial transactions are done through the existing organization of the branch, including 

the mobile unit. The role of the Microfinance department, composed of the MFM and 

MFA each covering a specific geographic area in the branch, is mainly to select the 

groups, train them, decide on the loan applications jointly with the branch manager, 

follow up the operations of the groups, intervene in case of loan recovery difficulties, … 

 The Microfinance Department target groups (for the beginning): 

 

The Microfinance Department has identified so far during a survey three activities which 

can be financed with limited risks: vegetable, small business, and dairy. But to start, only 

the two first activities will be taken in account: dairy loan requires bigger loan amounts, 

and the Microfinance department needs to test the methodology and the people. 

                                                 
5
 Which will be maximum 5 000 Ksh for the first cycle.  

6
 1,5% for a 6 months loan, 2,25% for a 9 months loan. 
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Therefore, in 2006, the Microfinance Department targets the following people, which 

cannot be members (shareholders) of the SACCO at this stage: 

. Women involved in vegetable production and / or small business, who are members 

of existing groups. 

. Men that are clients of the SACCO, not salaried, involved in small business 

activities with a track savings record with the SACCO. They may either be member 

of an existing group, or form new group to operate with the Department. 

 

4.2 Module 2: Presentation of the financial products 

This work is done by the MFA in the villages or at the branch. The MFM and the BM 

supervise the training. 

 

- The first objective is to present the different products delivered by the GFRS Microfinance 

Department along with their characteristics: 

 

 The loans finance income generating economic activities. The loan sizes and 

repayment periods are designed to fit the cash flow of the borrowers. For the beginning, 

the three loan products proposed are: 

. Vegetable loan 9 months, for women. 

. Vegetable loan 6 months, for women. 

. Small Business loan 6 months, for men and women. 

 

 Monthly instalments made of principal and interest. The repayment can be done 

either from the income of the financed activity or from other regular incomes of the 

borrowers (tea monthly payments, petty trade, vegetable farming, dairy, wages …). 

 

 Principle of progressiveness of the individual amount (possibility to increase the 

loan amount after each cycle). 

 

 Interest Rate (24% flat yearly or 2% monthly). 

 

 Cash collateral: 15% of the loan amount to be paid before disbursement by each 

borrower, used as a group guarantee fund, remaining with the SACCO unless the group is 

disbanded or wants to leave the Microfinance department for good (see the recovery 

procedures for the use of the fund). No interest is paid on this fund. For the dead, 

resigned and dismissed members, their cash collateral is given back to the group, but this 

transaction is possible only if there is no outstanding balance of loan for the group. 
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 Loan insurance fund: 3% of the loan amount on yearly basis
7
, paid before the loan 

disbursement at the same time than the cash collateral. The loan insurance fund can only 

cover death happening before the last instalment. 

 

 No advance and no partial repayment accepted. 

 

 Late repayment penalty: the penalty is applied to the group and not to the individual 

members. It is calculated as follows: 2% / month on the total amount of the instalments 

due. The calculation of the penalty stops 4 months after the first default. 

 

 Inside the same group, the members can ask for any of the loan types, under the 

condition that the loans have the same duration. 

 

Moreover, the methodology implies that the borrower has savings to the SACCO before the 

end of the cycle to renew his or her loan. This saving can be made individually or through a 

group savings account at the SACCO. 

 

- The second objective is to introduce the savings products of the SACCO, the objective 

being that the non clients women become clients and save to the SACCO, and that the 

existing clients increase their savings to the SACCO, using the current savings product of the 

SACCO, notably through the mobile units. The other financial services of the SACCO are 

also briefly introduced (Bankers Cheque, money transfer). 

4.3 Module 3: Presentation of the group lending methodology and associated 

transactions modalities 

This work is done by the MFA in the villages or at the branch. The MFM and the BM 

supervise the training. 

 

The objective is to present: 

- The lending methodology. 

- The role and responsibilities of the group leaders and the group members. 

- The modalities of the operations with the SACCO. 

4.3.1 The principles of GFRS’ group lending methodology  

The loan is given to individual members through the group which is the borrower, and where 

the joint liability of the members applies. 

 

Joint liability means that if one member defaults on an instalment, the group must find a way 

to repay the SACCO in time. The joint liability applies to all the members of the group, even 

those who are not borrowing during the current loan cycle. Each group should set in its 

                                                 
7
 1,5% for a 6 months loan, 2,25% for a 9 months loan. 
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internal regulations rules on how to implement the joint liability (what to do if a member 

defaults in order to repay the SACCO, how to recover the default form the members, …). 

 

The loan agreement is signed in the name of the group by the group leaders, but all the 

members of the group also individually sign to confirm their commitment. 

 

Joint liability also means that no partial repayment is allowed from the group. 

 

The joint liability can work only if people trust and know each other well. 

 

The loan screening for each individual application must be made by all the group members, 

so that they can with full knowledge commit themselves for the repayment. 

 

Their good knowledge of all their fellow members and the fact that they commit themselves 

to repay in case of default of the other members ensure a good screening of the loan 

application. The final decision on the loan application is however the responsibility of the 

microfinance department. 

 

Loan renewal for the group is based on the group repayment record of the last cycle, and the 

evaluation of the leadership and organization of the group. For the women groups, the loan 

renewal is also subject to savings to the SACCO by all the members. For that there are two 

possibilities: 

. The group opens a saving account at the SACCO (individual savings by the group members 

are recorded at group level by the treasurer). 

. Or individual account may be used. 

 

Loan renewal at individual level is based on individual repayment record and savings with the 

SACCO. 

4.3.2 Role of the group leaders 

The Chairperson is globally responsible for organizing his or her group, following up the loans 

(ex. following the members and their activities, if they are sick, etc.), on-time repayment by each 

group member, and for the recovery of the late payments. He must be helped by the other 

members. 

 

The Treasurer is responsible for filling the transactions ledger, the savings and loan forms, the 

member’s passbooks, and receipts (or payment vouchers). 

 

The Chairperson and the Treasurer collect the repayments during group meetings and make the 

payment for the group at the SACCO mobile unit monthly. If the group has its own saving 

account, they also collect the members savings and make the deposits and withdrawal at the 

SACCO. 

4.3.3 Description of the operations with GFRS 

The different operational steps are presented, including the role and responsibilities of GFRS 

(Branch, Mobile Unit, Microfinance Department Staff), and of the group members and leaders: 
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- Loan application. 

- Management loan approval meeting. 

- Cash collateral and loan insurance fund collection. 

- Loan disbursement. 

- Loan repayment. 

- Loan recovery. 

- Member’s savings. 

- Continuous training of the members. 

- Follow-up of the groups. 

- Group diagnosis and loan renewal. 

4.4 Training of the group leaders 

This work is done by the MFA at the branch, under the supervision of the MFM and BM. 

 

The objective is to train the group Chairperson and the Treasurer on their respective roles, duties 

and the operational tasks associated to them. 

 

4.5 Synthesis 

 

Training modules Duration Staff  involved 

1) Presentation of GFRS Microfinance 

Department  

0,5 day (2 to 3 groups at the 

same time) 

MFA (+ MFM 

and BM)  

2) Presentation of the financial products 0,5 day (2 to 3 groups at the 

same time) 

MFA (+ MFM 

and BM)  

3) Presentation of the group lending 

methodology and associated transactions 

modalities  

0,5 day (2 to 3 groups at the 

same time) 

MFA (+ MFM 

and BM)  

4) Training of the group leaders 1 day (1 session at the 

branch) 

MFA (+ MFM and 

BM) 

Total time 2,5 days per group  

 

5 LOAN APPLICATION, APPROVAL, DISBURSEMENT, REPAYMENT, AND 

RECOVERY 

5.1 Loan application group meeting 

The individual loan applications are made by the members during a group meeting, with the 

participation of the MFA (see in appendix the guidelines for this meeting). 

 

1) During this meeting, each member formulates his or her application: 
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- Type of loan. 

- Amount. 

- Description of the activity. 

- How they intend to use the loan. 

 

The MFA records as soon as they are formulated the individual application in the loan 

application form (see in appendix). 

 

2) Discussions are undertaken between the group members, and the group members give 

their opinion on the application. They may: 

 

- Refuse. 

- Differ. 

- Accept the application as it is. 

- Accept the application but with changes on the amount. 

 

3) Once this is done, the MFA must check that: 

 

- The loan amounts are in line with GFRS requirements. 

- The individual applications are consistent, for each member, with his or her activity 

and his or her capacity to repay (see the guideline for this activity in appendix). 

 

This leads to the final decision on the application to be made to GFRS. 

 

4) The MFA asks the group what is the desired date for the disbursement, he completes the 

loan application form, that must be signed by the members, group leaders and the MFA. 

 

5) The MFA brings the form to the Branch. He gives it to the MIS clerk to enter in BR 

(Bankers Realm). Once this is done, the form is filed by the MIS clerk in the group file. 

5.2 GFRS loan approval management committee 

The loan approval management committee is composed of the BM and MFM. The MFAs 

participate to the meeting to answer possible questions and requests for additional 

information by the committee. 

 

1) During this meeting, the management committee checks that the loan application abide by 

the GFRS policy, procedures and former decisions (for example, if a group or a group 

member had been classified on the “red list” or is subject to specific conditions, the 

committee must check that the application has taken in account these decisions). The 

application may only be approved as it is or rejected. 

 

2) The committee fills the final decision part of the loan application and approval form, 

including the planned disbursement date and the deadline for the cash collateral and loan 

insurance fund deposit by the group. 

 

3) The MFA hands the signed forms to the MIS clerk to enter in BR. Once this is done, the 

form is filed by the MIS clerk in the group file.  
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4) A copy of the form is sent for information to the group leaders by the MFA. 

 

5.3 Cash collateral and loan insurance fund collection 

1) The group member pays to the treasurer, who records the transaction in the passbook and 

in the transactions ledger, and gives a receipt to the member (see the bookkeeping forms in 

appendix). 

 

2) The chairperson and the treasurer go to the MU or BO to deposit the group cash collateral 

and loan insurance fund to the GFRS teller. 

 

For this transaction, the teller uses the loan application and approval form, summarizing the 

cash collateral and the insurance fund due for the day. He can only accepts total payments. 

 

If the MFA is present at the MU or BO because loan disbursements or repayments are being 

done, he may facilitate the operations. 

 

- If the group pays the whole due amounts, the teller collects it and gives a receipt. The 

treasurer then records the operation in the transactions ledger. 

 

- If the group cannot pay the whole due amounts, the teller refuses to collect. In this case: 

 

. Either the amount is deposited in the group savings account, waiting for the missing 

amounts to be collected. 

. Or the money is taken back to the village, waiting for the missing amounts to be collected.  

 

The treasurer records then the adequate operations in the transactions ledger. 

 

The teller sets a deadline for the collection of the missing amounts, in prior agreement with 

the MFA. 

 

3) At the end of the day, the teller hands the filled form to the MIS clerk, who enters the data 

in BR, and files the form. 

5.4 Loan disbursement 

1) Once the MFA has checked that the cash collateral and the loan insurance fund is paid, he 

establishes the loan agreement (see in appendix model for the women group and men group), 

he prepares the loan schedule and repayment form for each group (see in appendix), and the 

loan disbursement form to be handed to the teller. 

 

2) The loan agreement contract is signed by the BM and MFM. 

 

3) The MFM makes sure with the BM that the necessary funds will be available for the 

disbursements. 
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4) The MFA informs the group leaders of the disbursement date, by phone if possible. 

 

5) The loan disbursement is made either at the MU or at the BO, with the presence of the 

MFA who facilitates the operations. 

 

The teller of the MU or of the BO is given before the disbursement by the MFA a form 

specifying for each group the amounts to be disbursed (see in appendix). 

 

6) The loan agreement is signed by the group leaders and members. In case one or two of the 

group leaders are absent, the MFA must validate the acting group leaders. One copy is kept 

by the group leaders and one by GFRS. This operation is carried out by the MFA. 

 

7) The loan is disbursed by the teller to the group leaders, who sign the necessary receipts. 

 

8) The loans are immediately disbursed by the group leaders to each member of the group, all 

the group members being present during the disbursement. 

 

The MFA controls that the individual loan disbursements are correctly done. 

 

9) The treasurer records the operations in the transactions ledger and passbooks. 

 

10) The MFA gives the group and individual loan schedule and repayment form to the 

chairperson and treasurer (which is used also afterward for the repayment follow up by the 

group leaders). 

 

11) At the end of the day, the teller hands the filled loan disbursement form to the MIS clerk, 

who enters the data in BR, and files the form. 

 

NB) For the absent members during the disbursement, a maximum of two proxies can be 

used. These proxies must be signed by all the present group members. 

 

In this case, the group has the possibility to refuse these loans if it is considered not for the 

interest of the group (depending on the cause for the absence of the members). The loan 

agreement must then be corrected accordingly. 

5.5 Loan repayment 

The repayments by the group members are made during monthly meetings of the group. The 

MFA may be present during these meetings to facilitate the operations. 

 

The repayments are made by the group leaders at the MU or BO. 

A) If the total instalment amount is collected: 

 

1) The treasurer fills at the time of payment by the members the transactions ledger, the 

member’s passbook and the loan schedule and repayment form. He gives receipts to the 

members. 
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2) The chairperson and the treasurer go to the MU or the BO and pay to the teller, who has 

been given beforehand by the MFD a loan repayment form (see in appendix). 

 

3) The teller collects the money and give receipts to the group leaders (he can only accepts 

total payments). 

 

4) The treasurer records the transaction in the transactions ledger. 

 

5) At the end of the day, the teller hands the form to the MIS clerk, who enters the data in 

BR, and files it. 

 

B) If the total instalment amount cannot be collected, there are three possibilities: 

 

a) The treasurer collects the available amount and goes with the chairperson to deposit it with 

the chairperson on the group savings at the MU or at the BO. 

 

The treasurer fills at the time of payment by the members the transactions ledger, the 

member’s passbook and the loan schedule and repayment form. He gives receipts to the 

members. 

 

At the time of deposit on the group savings account at the MU or BO, the group leaders are 

given a receipt, and the treasurer records the transaction in the transactions ledger. 

 

b) The treasurer collects the available amount and keeps it until the next instalment.  

 

He fills the transactions ledger, the member’s passbook and the loan schedule and repayment 

form. He gives receipts to the members. 

 

c) The treasurer does not collect the money, and the group members wait for the next 

instalment. No transaction is recorded by the treasurer. 

5.6 Loan recovery 

The recovery procedure includes seven steps according to the duration of the defaulting 

periods. It involves the MFA, and the MFM if the situation is not rectified quickly. 

 

If the group leaders are the cause or an important cause of the problems, the MFA must assist 

the group to reorganize itself around new leaders to find the solution. This is valid all along 

the recovery process. 

 

The MFA informs after each new late instalment the group leaders on the amount of the next 

instalment, including the penalties (through a statement provided by BR). 

 

The MFA (and MFM) records in the group file the necessary information after each visit or 

action implemented. 
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5.6.1 Step one 

At the end of the repayment day, the MFA edits the list of defaulting groups from BR. If 

there are new defaulting groups: 

He visits as soon as possible (the ideal is not more than one day after the instalment) the 

group leaders to inquire about the problems and discuss the actions to be taken by the group 

leaders, within a time frame (< 1 week). 

 

He visits afterwards regularly the group leaders to update the situation, and make the 

necessary pressure. 

5.6.2 Step two 

After two weeks, if the arrears have not been completely recovered (either to the group 

savings account, or to the treasurer), the MFA calls for a group meeting to discuss with the 

whole group about the problems and assist them in identifying solutions and define actions to 

be taken by the group within a time frame. 

The next week, the MFA organizes another group meeting to update the situation. 

5.6.3 Step three 

After one month, the MFA calls for more group meetings, and looks for alternative solutions. 

The MFM intervenes if needed. 

5.6.4 Step four 

After two months: 

. GFRS blocks the individual savings accounts of all the group members and the group 

savings account (the MFA notifies the BM to block these savings accounts). 

. GFRS sends a reminding letter to the group leaders, mentioning the blocking of the savings 

account and the subsequent steps to be taken by GFRS if the payment is not fully made. 

. The MFA informs the village authorities and ask them for assistance on recovery (with the 

assistance of the MFM if needed). 

5.6.5 Step five 

After 3 months: 

. GFRS uses the group’s cash collateral to repay the loan. 

. GFRS uses the individual savings of the members and the group savings (if cash collateral 

is not sufficient to cover the remaining amount due). 

5.6.6 Step six 

After 4 months, GFRS brings the case to court. 
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6 MEMBERS SAVINGS 

For the women groups, as there is an obligation for the members to save for the renewal of 

the loans, whatever the saving amount is, the group may decide to open a group savings 

account at the SACCO, in order to reduce the charges linked to the savings account, which 

are too high for small amounts of savings. 

In this case, a follow up of the individual savings made trough the group account must be 

made. 

Some women may however decide to save through an individual account. The follow up of 

their saving can then easily be done with the SACCO registers. 

As for the men, as one condition of working with the Microfinance Department is to be 

already a client and have a saving account, the follow up is made through the SACCO 

register. 

If the group has opened a savings account, the following transactions are done (the individual 

transactions are done at the branch or mobile Unit following the SACCO ordinary 

procedures). 

6.1 Deposit or withdrawal by the members 

The member deposit or withdraw her deposits with the treasurer, who records the transaction 

in the transaction ledger, the member passbook and the savings follow up register (see in 

appendix). 

6.2 Deposit or withdrawal on the group savings account 

The chairperson and the treasurer deposit and withdraw the savings collected at the branch or 

mobile unit. The treasurer records the operation in the transaction ledger. 

 

NB) In case of use of the group savings to recover a group loan in default (see the recovery 

procedures), the recording of the transactions in the different documents is done with the 

assistance of the MFA. 

7 CONTINUOUS TRAINING OF THE MEMBERS 

In order to learn to the groups members how to better manage their loans and savings, the MFAs 

provides to the group members three generic training modules on an ongoing basis
8
. 

 

The expected outcomes of this training are a better loan repayment as well as an increase and a 

better distribution of the financial resources of the group member. 

 

The three modules are: 

 

                                                 
8
 Refer to the modules for more details. 
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- How to define the loan amount 

The objective is that at the end of the training, the members are able to: 

. Explain the meaning and implications of the joint liability in the group. 

. Identify the three constitutive components of a loan in a group lending methodology 

(the group, the acquaintances and trust among the members, the solidarity of the 

members). 

. Identify the reasons leading to different loan amounts among the group members (case 

study). 

. Draw lessons from the case study, and make recommendations for a good decision on 

the loan amounts of the group members. 

 

- How to manage and optimise savings 

The objective is that at the end of the training, the members are able to: 

. Identify the different available kinds of savings by the members, and explain the 

context of their rational use. 

. Explain the importance of savings in the economic process. 

. Identify the different ways of saving with their respective characteristics and risks. 

 

- How to differentiate the turn over from the profit 

 

This objective of this module is to allow the members to make a good allocation of their 

funds and to be able to assess if they make profit or loss. The module addresses two cases: 

activities without prior investment, and activities with prior investment. 

8 FOLLOW-UP OF THE GROUPS 

This is done mainly by the MFA, in addition to his regular tasks, through informal visits to 

the group members in their village, and during the repayments days at the MU or at the BO. 

 

The MFM may also, according to the analysis of the situation of the group, pay informal 

visits to the group or members. 

 

The MFA and the MFK may also go to meet the village leaders or other resource persons if 

relevant. 

8.1 Informal visits 

The informal visits may be at group or members level. 
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- At group level, the MFA may come during group meetings (usually for repayments) to 

discuss with the group leaders and members on the group and members activities, and 

possible problems. He gives at this time the necessary advices. 

 

He must also at this time check the bookkeeping by the treasurer (transactions ledger, loan 

schedule and repayment form, savings register). 

 

- At member level, the objective is to discuss with the individual members over their 

situation, to advise them and to prevent problems. He must also check that the activity 

financed through the loan is the one stated in the loan agreement. These visits may also be an 

opportunity to detect internal problems in the group. At last, the MFA must also check the 

passbooks of the member to verify the consistency of the data with the treasurer 

bookkeeping. 

 

For each visit, a brief note must be written and included in the group file. The results of 

theses informal visits must be presented and discussed during the regular branch 

microfinance team meetings. 

8.2 Repayment days at the MU or BO 

Attending the repayment days at the MU or BO is an opportunity for the MFA to discuss 

with the group leaders on the general situation of the group and its members, as well as pass 

on information. 

 

For each repayment day, a brief note must be written and included in the group file. The 

results of theses informal contacts must be presented and discussed during the regular branch 

microfinance team meetings. 

 

9 GROUP DIAGNOSIS AND LOAN RENEWAL 

9.1 Mid loan cycle group diagnosis 

This concerns the groups without default: the specific case of the defaulting groups is treated 

under the recovery procedures. 

One meeting is organized by the MFA approximately at mid loan cycle with all the members. 

 

The objectives of this meeting are: 

- To discuss with the groups members on the utilization and impact of the loans and on the 

possible difficulties they may have encountered. 

- To assess with the members the level and regularity of their savings. 

- To discuss with the group leaders and members on the way the group is managing 

collectively the activities, how they have got over difficulties if any, … and to advise them if 

necessary. 
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For each meeting, a brief note must be written and included in the group file. The results of 

these meeting must be presented and discussed during the regular branch microfinance team 

meetings. 

 

9.2 End of loan cycle diagnosis and scoring for the loan renewal 

9.2.1 Group meeting 

One meeting is organized by the MFA just after the last instalment with all the members. 

 

The objective of this meeting is to make the diagnosis of the last cycle: 

 

- Quality of repayment. 

- Volume and regularity of the savings. 

- Quality of the organization and leadership of the group. 

 

For the two first items, data must be presented and analysed with the members. 

For the third item, the MFA discusses with the group leaders and members on the way the 

group has managed collectively the activities, how they have got over difficulties if any, … 

 

At the end of this meeting, the MFA must have the necessary information to score the group. 

 

For each meeting, a brief note must be written and included in the group file. The results of 

these meeting must be presented and discussed during the management committee meeting 

for the loan renewal selection. 

 

9.2.2 Scoring 

The scoring is done by the MFA just after the group meeting. The MFA fills a group scoring 

form that is given to the MFM (see in appendix). 

 

Loan renewal for the group is based on the group repayment record of the last cycle, and the 

evaluation of the leadership and organization of the group. 

 

The scoring grid for the group is as follows:  

 

Criteria Performance Score 

1) Repayment performance All instalments on time 10 

Only one late instalment 5 

More than one late instalment 0 

2) Organisation & leadership Good 8 

Medium 4 

Bad 0 

3) Accuracy of records  No mistakes 4 

Some mistakes 2 
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Many mistakes 0 

TOTAL SCORE  

 

The MFA must also gather information on the members: 

 

- On the quality of repayment: number of late instalment during the cycle. 

- On the savings: number of deposits, minimum balance, maximum balance since the last 

scoring. 

9.2.3 Selection of the groups for the loan renewal 

This work is done during a meeting gathering the MFM and the MFAs, and the BM if 

available. 

During this meeting, each MFA presents the scoring for each of his group. 

 

A decision is taken by the management on the loan renewal for each group. 

 

The general policy for the loan renewal conditions is presented by the management (for 

example on what basis to increase the loan amount). 

 

The management, if necessary, sets specific conditions for some groups or group members. 

 

The decisions taken and recommendations made by the management are recorded in the 

scoring form. 

 

9.2.4 Information of the group on the loan renewal and starting of the operations for the 

following cycle 

The MFA gives the information to the group leaders. 

 

For the groups selected for a second cycle, the first step of the operations for the following 

cycle is the loan application group meeting. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Group application form. 

 

2. Group survey guidelines. 

 

3. Group selection registers. 

 

4. Selection outcome letters. 

 

5. Loan application meeting guidelines. 

 

6. Loan application and approval form. 

 

7. Group bookkeeping 

 

a. Transactions ledger 

b. Member passbook 

c. Members loan schedule and repayment follow up 

d. Members savings follow up 

 

8. Loan disbursement form. 

 

9. Loan agreement for women group. 

 

10. Loan agreement for men groups. 

 

11. Loan repayment form. 

 

12. Group loan cycle scoring form. 
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GROUP APPLICATION FORM 

 

- Name of Group: _______________________________________________ 

 

- Nearest market centre: __________________________________________ 

 

- Age of the group: _________________ 

 

- Type of group: ___________________ 

 

- Is the group a sub group of a pre existing group? 

 

 

- On what basis and for what purpose has the group been constituted? 

 

 

- Activities of the group
9
: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

- Does the group collaborate with other organizations or partners
10

? 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Place where the members meet and frequency of the meetings:  

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9
 If the group is a sub group, mention the activities of the initial group. 

10
 Same remark. 
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Group leaders 

 

Duty Name Activities Addresses and Tel N° 

Chairperson    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

- Description of the members 

 

Name Residence Activities Date of membership 

and operations with 

the SACCO (give 

data on the savings
11

) 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                                                 
11

 To be collected before with the Branch listings. 
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- Why is the group interested in collaborating with the Microfinance department of the 

SACCO? 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

MFA’s comments and pre-selection decision:  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date and place of the meeting for the group survey: 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Date: ______________ MFA : ______________ 
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GROUP SURVEY GUIDELINES 

SECTION A – GROUP INTERVIEW (The MFA must write down the answers on a 

survey report) 

 

NB) 

 

- Some questions are not relevant for the newly formed men groups. 

 

- The MFA must use the group information form during the survey, to check the 

consistency of the information and to avoid asking twice the same question. 

 

- During the survey, the MFA must permanently check the consistency of the different 

answers of the group members. If he identifies inconsistencies, he must come back to the 

relevant questions. 

 

In preamble, the MFA must present the survey as necessary to collect information so that the 

GFRS can make a decision on the collaboration with the group. 

 

CONTENTS OF THE SURVEY 

 

I) General information 

 

1) (a) Village:__________. 

 

(b) Date of information input: ___/____/_____. 

 

(c) Name of the group:______________________. 

 

II) History, activities and organization of the group 

 

2) (a) Is the group a pre existing group or a group formed to collaborate with the 

Microfinance Department (For men groups only)?  

 

(b) Is the group a sub-group of an existing group? 

 

3) On what basis (e.g. as neighbours, as people exercising the same activity, …?) and for 

what purpose has the group been constituted? 

 

4) How has the number of members evolved over time? Specify the causes of the 

evolutions. 

 

5) What are the important events to mention in the history of the group? 
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6) What are the activities undertaken by the group (collectively and not individually by 

the members)? 

 

7) For each activity, specify: 

(a). When they started the activity. 

 

(b). The way the activity is carried out and the changes that have occurred through 

time. 

 

(c). The expenses incurred and the incomes of the activity. 

 

(d). The modalities of financing the activities. 

 

(e) The main problems encountered and the perspectives of development. 

 

(f) In case one of the activities of the group is ASCA or ROSCA, collect precise 

information on their modalities (contribution or saving amount, contribution or saving 

frequency, interest rate on savings, loan conditions (loan amount, interest rate, 

guarantees, …). One of the objectives is to have an idea of the volume of the 

resources managed, and of the average, minimum and maximum amount of the 

savings and loans per member. 

 

(g) Does the ASCA or ROSCA have specific rules concerning default? If yes which 

ones? 

 

8) Assets and financial situation of the group: 

(a) What are the incomes of the group? (incomes of the activities, membership fee, 

fines, …). Try to assess their yearly amount. 

 

(b)What are the expenses of the group (operating expenses)? Try to assess their yearly 

amount. 

 

(c) Does the group have financial assets? If yes, which ones? 

 

 How are they secured and managed? 

 

(d) Does the group have physical assets? If yes, which ones? 

 

How are they secured and managed? 

 

9) Organization of the group. 

(a) Does the group have statutes and / or internal rules? 

 

(b) Is it formally registered? Under what form? 

 

(c)Do the members meet regularly? 
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At which frequency? 

  

What is the average attendance at the meetings? 

 

What are the topics of the meetings? 

 

10) What are the rights and obligations of the members? 

 

 

11) What are the sanctions applied by the group to the members if they don’t respect their 

obligations?  

 

Do they have difficulties regarding the application of these sanctions? 

 

If yes, which ones? 

 

12) How do they choose or elect the group leaders? 

 

On what criteria? 

 

13) What are the roles of the group leaders? 

 

 

14) Did the group change often of leaders?  

If yes, in what circumstances? 

 

 

15) Do they have written records and bookkeeping (specify)? 

 

 

16) What are the main difficulties the group has met or is meeting concerning its 

organization? 

 

Did or does the group face internal or external conflicts? 

 

Which ones?  

 

How does the group manage or intend to manage the situation? 

 

17) Partners of the group. 

Does the group have financial or technical partners? 

If yes, which ones and how do they collaborate? 

 

18) Is the group a member of a federation or network? 

 

If yes, which ones and how do they collaborate? 
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III) Activities and financial needs of the members 

 

19) What are the main activities carried out by the members (specify the number of members for each activity). 

 

The following table must be filled up for each member (or each type of member if the group is very large), in the presence of all the group 

members (the group may give its opinion on the information given by each member): 

 

Part 1 

Member 

or type of 

member 

Categorization 

of the socio 

economic 

status of the 

member by 

the group 

(Poor, Middle, 

Rich) 

Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 

Type of 

activity 

Size or 

volume of 

the 

activity
12

 

Modality 

of 

financing
13

 

Type of 

activity 

Size or 

volume of 

the activity 

Modality 

of 

financing 

Type of 

activity 

Size or 

volume of 

the 

activity 

Modality 

of 

financing 

           

           

           

           

           

 

                                                 
12

 Specify according to the activity the size of the land, the working capital used or the volume of activity per cycle, … 
13

 Members resources, ROSCA, ASCA, … 
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Part 2 

Member or 

type of 

member 

Financial needs Opinion of the 

group about the 

individual’s loan 

request 

To finance what What period 

(from when 

to when) 

Time of 

disbursement 

Amount 

minimum 

Amount 

maximum 

Sources of 

incomes for 

the repayment 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

 

Note:  If the loan amount requested is above the amounts projected by the MFD, ask whether the members would still be interested by 

these smaller loan amounts. 
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20) Would the group members accept the joint liability principle for the loans of the MFD?  

If yes, how would they manage the cases of default? 

 

 

21) Would the members be ready to pay a cash collateral of 15% of the amount of the loan, knowing that the cash collateral will be used 

as a group guarantee fund? 

 

22) Would the group members agree to pay an interest of 24% per year or 2% per month? 

 

         

23) Would the group members agree to pay back the loan on a monthly basis? If the group answers negatively, they should give an 

alternative along with associated reasons. 

 

24) Can the members assure that the financing of their activities is not already done or possible through other sources (including the 

financial activities of the group, like Rosca, Asca, … )? 
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SECTION B – MFA ANALYSIS 

 

Date of information input: ___/___/___ 
 

Comments and opinion of the Microfinance Agent on the strengths and weaknesses of the 

group: 

 

1. Size of the group 

 

 

2. Consistency of the nature, activities and financial needs of the members with the target and 

the financial products of the MFD. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Conditions for the joint liability to be effective: 

 

- Level of cohesiveness in the group. 

 

 

 

- Age and stability of the group. 

 

 

 

- Quality of the leadership and organization of the group. 

 

 

 

- Level of participation of the members in the activities and community life of the group. 

 

 

 

- Experience of financial operations inside the group. 

 

 

 

 

- Similarity of the level of activities and socio economic status of the members. 
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- Regularity and volume of savings of the members to the SACCO in comparison with the 

level of activity of the members (information normally collected in the information form). 

This information is essential for the men, and is just taken as an additional information for 

the women. 

 

 

 

 

4. Existence of other sources for the financing of the activities (including the financial 

activities of the group) and risk of debt burden. 

 

 

 

 

Signature of the MFA 
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GROUP SELECTION REGISTERS 

- Selected group register 

 

Date of 

the  

selection 

meeting 

Name of 

the group 

Location Name of the 

chairman 

MFA Score Signature of 

the MM 

Signature 

of the BM 

        

        

 

- Rejected groups register 

 

Date of 

the  

selection 

meeting 

Name of 

the group 

Location Name of 

the 

chairman 

MFA Score Reason 

for 

rejection 

Signature 

of the 

MM 

Signature 

of the 

BM 

         

 

- Waiting list groups register 

 

Date of 

the  

selection 

meeting 

Name of 

the group 

Location Name of 

the 

chairman 

MFA Score Reason 

for non 

selection 

Signature 

of the 

MM 

Signature 

of the 

BM 

If 

selected 

after, 

date of 

selection 
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SELECTION OUTCOME LETTERS 

 

A) For the selected groups 

 

GUSII RURAL FARMERS SACCO 

Xxx Branch 

Name of the group chairman 

Name of the group 

Address 

 

       , the    
th

 of          2006 

 

Subject: Selection of your group for the GFRS microfinance activities training and 

information on the group members training schedule 

 

 We are pleased to inform you that your group was selected during the selection 

meeting that took place at xxxxx Branch on the xxxx. This selection allows your group to 

participate to the initial training of the group on the microfinance activities of the GFRS. 

 

We would like to thank you again for your collaboration during the interviews that led to the 

selection of your group. 

 

We furthermore inform you that the initial training of the group members and leaders is 

scheduled as follows: 

 

Training session Required 

attendance 

Objective of the session Duration of the 

session 

1 All group 

members 

Presentation of GFRS 

Microfinance 

Department 

0,5 day 

2 All group 

members 

Presentation of the 

Microfinance Department 

financial products 

0,5 day 

3 All group 

members 

Presentation of the group 

lending methodology and 

associated transactions 

modalities 

0,5 day  

4 Group leaders 

(Chairman, 

Treasurer) 

Training of the group 

leaders 

1 day  

 

The first training session will take place at ____________________ on the ____/____/____. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

The xxxx Branch Manager 
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B) For the waiting list  groups 

 

GUSII RURAL FARMERS SACCO 

Xxx Branch 

Name of the group chairman 

Name of the group 

Address 

 

       , the    
th

 of          2006 

 

Subject: Information on the result of the selection meeting for the GFRS microfinance 

activities training 

 

 We are sorry to inform you that your group was not selected during the selection 

meeting that took place at xxxxx Branch on the xxxx. 

 

However, it has been classified as one of those in the waiting list. This means that your group 

might be considered again for the next selection meetings. 

 

We would like to thank you again for your collaboration during the interviews. 

 

Hoping that we will collaborate in the near future, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

The xxxx Branch Manager 
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C) For the rejected groups 

 

 

GUSII RURAL FARMERS SACCO 

Xxx Branch 

Name of the group chairman 

Name of the group 

Address 

 

       , the    
th

 of          2006 

 

Subject: Information on the result of the selection meeting for the GFRS microfinance 

activities training 

 

 We are sorry to inform you that your group was not selected during the selection 

meeting that took place at xxxxx Branch on the xxxx. 

 

Wishing you the best for the future, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

The xxxx Branch Manager 
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LOAN APPLICATION MEETING GUIDELINES 

Reminder of the different steps: 

 

1) During this meeting, each member formulates his or her application: 

- Type of loan. 

- Amount. 

- Description of the activity. 

- How they intend to use the loan. 

 

The MFA records as soon as they are formulated the individual application in the loan 

application form. 

 

2) Discussions are undertaken between the group members, and the group members give 

their opinion on the application. They may: 

 

- Refuse. 

- Differ. 

- Accept the application as it is. 

- Accept the application but with changes on the amount. 

 

3) Once this is done, the MFA must check that: 

 

- The loan amounts are in line with GFRS requirements. 

- The individual applications are consistent, for each member, with his or her activity 

and his or her capacity to repay. 

 

This leads to the final decision on the application to be made to GFRS. 

 

4) The MFA asks the group what is the desired date for the disbursement, he completes the 

loan application form, that must be signed by the members, group leaders and the MFA. 

 

5) The MFA brings the form to the Branch. He gives it to the MIS clerk to enter in BR. Once 

this is done, the form is filed by the MIS clerk in the group file. 

 

The purpose of these guidelines is to specify the content of the step 2 and step 3: 

 

Step 2 

 

1) The MFA must remind the group members of the joint liability principles and notably the 

consequences for all the group members in case of individual default (up to the stage when 

the group or individual savings are used to cover the defaults). 

 

2) The MFA must specify the different criteria that must be used by the group members to 

analyse a loan application: 
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a) Are we sure that the applicant can manage properly the activity that is supposed to be 

financed by the loan? 

b) Are we sure that the financed activity will be profitable for the applicant (meaning 

that at the end of the loan, the applicant is richer than at the beginning)? 

c) Do we trust the member to repay the loan on time for each instalment? 

d) Are we sure that the applicant does not have any other pending or to be received 

loan? And if yes, from where, and are we sure that the applicant will not be debt 

burdened? 

 

Step 3 

 

1) Checking that the loan amounts are in line with GFRS requirements. 

 

The GFRS requirements for 2006 are: 

 

- For the beginners, the loan amount is 3 000 Ksh. For the non beginners, the maximum 

amount is 5 000 Ksh -> The MFA must check with the group that the people applying for 

more than 3 000 Ksh are actually non beginners for the activity object of the loan. 

- The duration of the small business loan is 6 months. 

- The duration of the vegetable loans may be 6 or 9 months. 

- The duration of the loans must be the same for all the members. 

- The applicants cannot be shareholders of the SACCO. 

 

If some rules are not respected, the necessary modifications must be done. 

 

2) Checking that the individual applications are consistent, for each member, with his or her 

activity and his or her capacity to repay. 

 

a) The MFA must for each applicant check with all the group that the applicant is able to 

pay: 

 

- The cash collateral. 

- The loan insurance. 

- And the monthly instalments. 

 

b) The applicant must convince the MFA and the other group members that his or her 

incomes will be sufficient to pay for these three items (the income may come from the profit 

from the financed activity or from other activities ore revenues). 

 

If not, the group members must change their decision on the loan. 

 

If not and if the group members do not want to change their decision, the MFA, if he is 

convinced that the loan application does not fit the capacities of management of the activity 

and of repayment by the applicant, must modify the loan amount or reject the application. 
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LOAN APPLICATION AND APPROVAL FORM 

Group name: 

 

Group Number: 

 

Date of the loan application group meeting:  

 
Name of 

the 

member 

ID 

number 

Application Decision 

(amount 

approved, 

or 

rejected) 

Cash 

collateral 

to be 

collected 

Loan 

insurance 

fund to be 

collected 

Signature 

of the 

applicant 

Manageme

nt final 

decision 

(approved 

or not 

approved) 

  Type 

of 

loan 

Amount Descriptio

n of 

activity 

Projected 

use of the 

loan 

     

           

           

           

           

           

           

 

Desired date for loan disbursement: _________________________ 

 

Signature of the Chairperson  Signature of the treasurer   Signature of 

the MFA 

 

 

 

Date of the management approval committee: 

 

Planned disbursement date: 

 

Deadline for the cash collateral and loan insurance fund collection: 

 

Signature of the Branch Manager   Signature of the Microfinance Manager 

 

 

Date of collection of the cash collateral and insurance fund by the GFRS teller: 

 

Cash collateral amount collected: 

 

Loan insurance fund amount collected 

 

Signature of the teller 
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GROUP BOOKEEPING 

Transactions ledger 

 

 

Group name      

Group number     

      

Date 
Description of the 

operation 
Receipt 

N° 
In  Out Balance 

  Initial balance         
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Member passbook 

 

a) Member information page 

 

GUSII FARMER RURAL SACCO 
 

 

 

MICROFINANCE CLIENT PASS BOOK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GFRS Branch:___________________________________________________________ 

 

National ID Card Number: ______________________________________ 

 

Member name:__________________________________________________________ 

 

Group name:____________________________________________________________ 

 

Date of issue:____________________________________________________________ 

 

Village:_________________________________________________________________ 
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b) Loans (one page per loan) 

    

Cash collateral   Signature of the treasurer   

Date of payment      

Amount      

    

Loan insurance   Signature of the treasurer   

Date of payment      

Amount      

    

Date of disbursement Amount Type of loan Amount of monthly instalment 

        

  Date Amount paid Signature of the treasurer 

Instalment 1       

Instalment 2       

Instalment 3       

Instalment 4       

Instalment 5       

Instalment 6       

Instalment 7       

Instalment 8       

Instalment 9       

Instalment 10       

Instalment 11       

Instalment 12       

    

Penalties    

Date Amount paid Signature of the treasurer  
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c) Savings 

 

Date Deposit Withdrawal Balance Signature of the treasurer 
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Members loan schedule and repayment follow up 

 

Group name

Group number

Loan N°

Date Amount
Date of 

payment
Date Amount

Date of 

payment
Date Amount

Date of 

payment
Date Amount

Date of 

payment

Total for the group

Instalment 4

Member name

Instalment 1 Instalment 2 Instalment 3
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Members savings follow up (one section of the register for each member) 

Saving follow up    

Group member    

    

Date Saving deposit Saving withdrawal Balance 
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LOAN DISBURSEMENT FORM 

Date of the 
operation       

       

Name of the group 
Group 

number 

Names and ID 
numbers of 

habilitated group 
leaders 

Loan N° 
Amount to be 

disbursed 
Amount 

disbursed 

Name and 
account Number 

of missing 
members 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

       

Signature of the 
teller       
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LOAN AGREEMENT (Women Groups) 

This agreement is between GUSII FARMERS RURAL SACCO (GFRS), PO Box 829 KISII, 

represented by the Ogembo Branch Manager and the Microfinance Department Manager. 

 

And 

 

_______________________ Group,  Village  ___________________ , represented by: 

 

- Its chairlady,     , ID card N°    

  

Address     , Tel N°    

 

- Its treasurer     , ID card N°    

 

Address      , Tel N°    

 

The parties have agreed as follows: 

 

Article 1: GUSII FARMERS RURAL SACCO agrees to lend to the 

____________________________Group a loan of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Ksh for a duration 

of xxxx months. This amount must be disbursed under the control of GFRS to the following 

members of the above stated group for the specified amount and type of loan: 

 

Name ID Number Amount Type of loan Signature or thumbprint 
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The amounts disbursed to the group members must be used for the sole purpose of operating 

or investing in their vegetable production or business according to the type of loan they have 

taken. 

 

 

Article 2: Modalities of repayment. 

 

The repayment is made on monthly basis by the group, the instalment including the principal 

and the interest. No partial or advance repayment will be accepted. 

 

The repayment schedule is in annex, which is fully part of this agreement. 

 

 

Article 3: Interest and penalties. 

 

The interest rate applied to the loan is 2% per month calculated on the disbursed amount. 

 

In case of late payment, a penalty fee of 2% per month is applied to the group on the amount 

of the late instalments. If the payment is made before the end of the month after the 

instalment, the penalty applied is still 2% (a day late is considered a full month late). The 

calculation of the penalty stops 4 months after the first default. 

 

Article 4: Guarantees 

 

- Joint liability of the group members: 

 

All the group members, including those who are not borrowers for the current cycle, are 

jointly liable for the total repayment of the loan. 

 

- Cash collateral 

 

The group has deposited in the group account at GFRS 15% of the loan amount before 

disbursement, each individual borrower in the group having paid 15% of her individual loan 

amount. 

 

This amount is used as a group guarantee fund in case of default of the group, under the 

conditions defined in the article 6. 

 

 

Article 5: Loan insurance fund 

 

Each borrower must pay 3% on yearly basis of the loan amount as insurance in case of death 

confirmed by an official document. This payment is done before the disbursement, at the 

same time than the cash collateral. 
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Article 6: Recovery procedures 

 

- As soon as an instalment is late, GFRS convenes meetings with the group members and 

leaders to find a solution. 

 

- After two months: 

. GFRS blocks the individual accounts of all the group members and the group savings 

account. 

. GFRS sends a reminding letter to the group leaders, specifying the blocking of the savings 

account and the subsequent steps to be taken by GFRS if the payment is not made. 

. GFRS informs the village authorities. 

 

- After 3 months: 

. GFRS uses the group’s cash collateral to repay the loan. 

. GFRS uses the individual and group savings (if cash collateral is not sufficient to cover the 

amount of the loan instalments remaining). 

 

- After 4 months: 

. GFRS starts legal actions. 

 

Article 7: Loan renewal conditions 

 

- Loan renewal for the group is based on the group repayment record of the current cycle, and 

the evaluation of the leadership and organization of the group. The loan renewal is also 

subject to savings to GFRS by all the members, through a group or individual accounts, 

whatever the amount. 

 

- Loan renewal at individual is based on individual repayment record and savings with 

GFRS. 

 

 

Article 8: Role of the group leaders and members 

 

The Chairlady is globally responsible for ensuring that the conditions of this agreement are abided 

by the group members. 

 

The Treasurer is responsible for keeping books for the transactions of the group members. 

 

The Chairlady and the Treasurer collect the repayments during group meetings and make the 

payment for the group at GFRS mobile unit or branch office. 

 

If the group opens a group savings account at GFRS, the Chairlady and the Treasurer are 

responsible for the management and the recording of the associated transactions. 

 

The other responsibilities of the group leaders are defined in the group internal rules. 
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The group leaders and members must inform GFRS about any arising circumstance that could 

have an impact on the members’ ability to repay their loan. 

 

The responsibility of the group leaders is automatically transferred to the new office bearers as 

soon as their election is confirmed by all the members. 

 

 

Article 9: Other conditions 

 

-  The group gives GFRS full mandate to require and follow up the group and members 

where necessary. 

 

- The breach of any one of the conditions above renders the whole outstanding loan amount 

due back to GFRS immediately. 

 

 

Done in two original copies, on the   /  /   

 

 

The GFRS Ogembo Branch Manager The GFRS Microfinance Department Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Group Chairlady      The Group Treasurer  
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All the members of the group hereby accept to abide by the conditions of this agreement: 

 

Name of then member ID N° Signature 
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Annexe 

 

Loan repayment schedule for the group: 

 

 

Instalment Date of 

repayment to 

GFRS 

Principal Interest Total Balance 

 1          

 2          

 3          

 4          

 5          

 6          

 7      

 8      

 9      

 

 

The GFRS Ogembo Branch Manager The GFRS Microfinance Department Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Group Chairlady       The Group Treasurer  
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LOAN AGREEMENT (Men Groups) 

This agreement is signed between GUSII FARMERS RURAL SACCO (GFRS), PO Box 829 

KISII, represented by the Ogembo Branch Manager and the Microfinance Department 

Manager. 

 

And 

 

_______________________ Group,  Village  ___________________ , represented by: 

 

- Its chairman,     , ID card N°    

  

Address     , Tel N°    

 

- Its treasurer     , ID card N°    

 

Address      , Tel N°    

 

The parties have agreed as follows: 

 

Article 1: GUSII FARMERS RURAL SACCO agrees to lend to the 

____________________________Group a loan of  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Ksh for a duration 

of xxxx months. This amount must be disbursed under the control of GFRS to the following 

members of the above stated group for the specified amount and type of loan: 

 

Name ID Number GFRS 

Saving 

account N° 

Amount Type of 

loan 

Signature or 

thumbprint 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

The amounts disbursed  to the group members must be used for the sole purpose of operating 

or investing in their business. 
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Article 2: Modalities of repayment. 

 

The repayment is made on monthly basis by the group, the instalment including the principal 

and the interest. No partial or advance repayment will be accepted. 

 

The repayment schedule is in annex, which is fully part of this agreement. 

 

 

Article 3: Interest and penalties. 

 

The interest rate applied to the loan is 2% per month calculated on the disbursed amount. 

 

In case of late payment, a penalty fee of 2% per month is applied to the group on the amount 

of the late instalments. If the payment is made before the end of the month after the 

instalment, the penalty applied is still 2% (a day late is considered a full month late). The 

calculation of the penalty stops 4 months after the first default. 

 

 

 Article 4: Guarantees 

 

- Joint liability of the group members: 

 

All the group members, including those who are not borrowers for the current cycle, are 

jointly liable for the total repayment of the loan. 

 

- Cash collateral 

 

The group has deposited in the group account at GFRS 15% of the loan amount before 

disbursement, each individual borrower in the group having paid 15% of his individual loan 

amount. 

 

This amount is used as a group guarantee fund in case of default of the group, under the 

conditions defined in the article 6. 

 

 

 Article 5: Loan insurance fund 

 

Each borrower must pay 3% on yearly basis of the loan amount as insurance in case of death 

confirmed by an official document. This payment is done before the disbursement, at the 

same time than the cash collateral. 

 

 

Article 6: Recovery procedures 

 

- As soon as an instalment is late, GFRS convenes meetings with the group members and 

leaders to find a solution. 
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- After two months: 

. GFRS blocks the individual accounts of all the group members and the group savings 

account. 

. GFRS sends a reminding letter to the group leaders, specifying the blocking of the savings 

account and the subsequent steps to be taken by GFRS if the payment is not made. 

. GFRS informs the village authorities. 

 

- After 3 months: 

. GFRS uses the group’s cash collateral to repay the loan. 

. GFRS uses the individual and group savings (if cash collateral is not sufficient to cover the 

amount of the loan instalments remaining). 

 

- After 4 months: 

. GFRS starts legal actions. 

 

Article 7: Loan renewal conditions 

 

- Loan renewal for the group is based on the group repayment record of the current cycle, and 

the evaluation of the leadership and organization of the group. 

 

- Loan renewal at individual level is based on individual repayment record and savings with 

GFRS. 

 

 

Article 8: Role of the group leaders and members 

 

The Chairman is globally responsible for ensuring that the conditions of this agreement are abided 

by the group members. 

 

The Treasurer is responsible for keeping books for the transactions of the group members. 

 

The Chairman and the Treasurer collect the repayments during group meetings and make the 

payment for the group at GFRS mobile unit or branch office. 

 

The other responsibilities of the group leaders are defined in the group internal rules. 

 

The group leaders and members must inform GFRS about any arising circumstance that could 

have an impact on the members’ ability to repay their loan. 

 

The responsibility of the group leaders is automatically transferred to the new office bearers as 

soon as their election is confirmed by all the members. 
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Article 9: Other conditions 

 

-  The group gives GFRS full mandate to require and follow up the group and members 

where necessary. 

 

- The breach of any one of the conditions above renders the whole outstanding loan amount 

due back to GFRS immediately. 

 

Done in two original copies, on the   /  /   

 

 

 

The GFRS Ogembo Branch Manager The GFRS Microfinance Department Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Group Chairman       The Group Treasurer 

     

 

 

 

 

 

All the members of the group hereby accept to abide by the conditions of this agreement: 

 

Name of then member ID N° Signature 
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Annexe 

 

Loan repayment schedule for the group: 

 

 

Instalment Date of 

repayment to 

GFRS 

Principal Interest Total Balance 

 1          

 2          

 3          

 4          

 5          

 6          

 7      

 8      

 9      

 

 

The GFRS Ogembo Branch Manager The GFRS Microfinance Department Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Group Chairman       The Group Treasurer 
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LOAN REPAYMENT FORM 

Date of the operation         

   Amount to be collected 
Amount paid 

Name of the group Group number Loan N° Principal Interest Penalties Total 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

         

Signature of the teller         
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GROUP LOAN CYCLE SCORING FORM 

Date:_____________________________ 

 

Name of the Group: ______________________________________ 

 

Cycle N°:________________________________________ 

 

Group scoring 

 

Criteria Performance Score 

1) Repayment performance All instalments on time 10 

Only one late instalment 5 

More than one late instalment 0 

2) Organisation & leadership Good 8 

Medium 4 

Bad 0 

3) Accuracy of records No mistakes 4 

Some mistakes 2 

Many mistakes 0 

TOTAL SCORE  

 

Member’s information 

 

Criteria Repayment Savings
14

 

 Number of late 

instalments 

Number of 

deposits 

Minimum 

balance 

Maximum 

balance 

Member 1     

Member 2     

Member 3     

….     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14

 Since the last scoring. 
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MFA’s opinion and comments about the performance of the group: 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

MFA’s opinion and comments on the group members: 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

MFA suggestion for the loan renewal for the group 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

MFM and BM renewal decision for the next cycle and recommendations: 

 

Date 

 

Decision 

 

Recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signatures 

 

 

 

 

 

 


